Undergraduate Research Colloquium  
Wednesday, May 5, 2016  
5:30 PM  
256 Snow Hall

Presentations:

- **Ryan Chilcoat**: “Climate Change: Beyond Negotiation”  
  Faculty mentor: Dr. Shannon O’Lear

- **Sarah Anderson**: “Response of Periodical Cicadas to a Fragmented Landscape”  
  Faculty mentor: Dr. Robert Hagen

- **Ashlie Koehn**: “Testing the Porter Hypothesis in Transition Economies”  
  Faculty mentor: Dr. Dietrich Earnhart

- **Christian Schillo**: “Whitetail Deer Populations at the University of Kansas Field Station”  
  Faculty mentor: Dr. Robert Hagen

- **Katelyn Whitt**: “Water in the West: A Comprehensive Look at the California Drought and the Urban vs. Rural Debate”  
  Faculty mentor: Paul Stock

The Environmental Studies Undergraduate Research Colloquium is an annual forum for students graduating with Honors in Environmental Studies and students who have received the Environmental Studies Zadigan Research Scholarship to present about their research projects.